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Integrated management system

Siggi’s Management System is certified from an integra-
ted perspective according to the UNI EN ISO 9001 stan-
dards for quality and process optimization, UNI EN ISO 
14001 for the environment and eco-sustainability, UNI EN 
ISO 45001 for safety and health in the workplace and SA 
8000 for Social Responsibility and ethics.

The Group

Siggi Group dresses children who attend primary and infant schools with high-
quality smocks. Clothing suitable for school environments, easy and practical in 
maintenance for parents and comfortable for children even in moments of play 
and leisure.
An all-Italian creativity to dress the will to do at school!
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The First GREEN & SAFE smock

Compound fabric
from organic cotton

and recycled polyester

Low packaging
environmental impact

Eco-friendly Packaging

Compliant
to the clothing of

regulations for children

Made with
certified materials

to ensure non-toxicity

The need to educate ourselves to a more correct and attentive behavior towards 
the environment has made us make choices that strongly characterize Siggi’s 
proposal. We do not follow a trend, but we get involved so that Respect for 
Nature becomes not just a message, but a concrete action. The “Greenbiulino” is 
the first GREEN and SAFE smock!

BY
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More information:

 https://siggigroup.it/happy-school/

Recommended by pediatricians

We sought an authoritative opinion supporting what we have been doing for 
more than 50 years: smocks for school and kindergarten. A survey conducted 
in collaboration with the National Observatory on Child and Adolescent Health 
(Paidòss) was carried out on the use of smocks at school; it involved 1,050 pe-
diatricians throughout Italy. At the end of the interviews and data processing, we 
could confirm the validity of the use of the smocks in school environments. The 
investigation revealed that doctors consider the smock an excellent protection 
for children and consider it an indispensable ally for their school activities.

91% of pediatricians say that the smock promotes a sense of belonging to the 
group 

86% of pediatricians claim that the smock is hygienic and favors the personal 
hygiene of the little ones, increasing protection from viruses and diseases 

91% of pediatricians argue the smock protects clothes from stains, tears and 
other damage
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   91%
of pediatricians* say that the 
smock promotes a sense of 
belonging to the group
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   97%
of pediatricians* argue that the 
smock protects children from 
clothing confrontations
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   88%
of pediatricians* claim that the smock is 
suitable clothing for school environments
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91%
of pediatricians* agree that the 
smock is practical in maintenance 
(washing and ironing)
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86%
of pediatricians* say that the smock 
is hygienic and supports the personal 
hygiene of children by increasing 
protection from viruses and diseases
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   89%
of pediatricians* argue that the smock 
made of eco-friendly materials assumes 
a training role on the respect for the 
environment
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   85%
of pediatricians* upholds that the smock helps 

children to identify themselves
in the role of the pupil
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86%
of pediatricians* states that the smock 
allows children to express their identity, 
regardless of the clothing they wear
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*Survey conducted by Paidòss - National Observatory on Childhood and 
Adolescent Health on a sample of 1,050 pediatricians from all over Italy.
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